IS THE GREAT ATTRACTOR REALLY A GREAT WALL?
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ABSTRACT

We discuss some of the cosmological consequences of a late-time \((z \lesssim 10^3)\) phase transition which produces light domain walls. The observed peculiar velocity field of the Universe and the observed isotropy of the microwave background radiation severely constrain the wall surface density \((\equiv \sigma)\) in such a scenario: \(G\sigma \lesssim 10^{-4}H_0\) \((H_0\) is the present value of the Hubble parameter). The most interesting consequence of such a phase transition is the possibility that the local, coherent streaming motion of \(\sim 600\text{ km sec}^{-1}\) reported by the Seven Samurai could be explained by the repulsive effect of a relic domain wall within our Hubble volume (the Great Wall) provided that \(G\sigma/H_0 \sim 10^{-4}\).
At present the ‘conventional scenarios’ of structure formation are hot or cold dark matter with inflation-produced curvature perturbations, and hot or cold dark matter with cosmic string induced isocurvature perturbations. Of these four scenarios, one appears to be very promising—cold dark matter with curvature perturbations (White, et al 1988) and another—hot dark matter with cosmic strings (Brandenberger, et al 1987; Bertschinger, et al 1988) appears promising, but has yet to be examined in great detail. One piece of observational data which all four conventional scenarios have difficulty explaining (Bertschinger 1988a,b; Kaiser and Lahav 1988; van Dalen and Schramm 1988; Shellard, et al 1987) is the large (~ 600 km sec\(^{-1}\)), coherent (~ 40h\(^{-1}\) Mpc) streaming motion of our local neighborhood reported by the Seven Samurai (Dressler, et al 1987; Burstein, et al 1987; hereafter Seven Samurai) and others (Aaronson, et al 1986, 1988; Collins, et al 1986). The simplest explanation of this motion seems to be provided by the Great Attractor model (Lynden-Bell, et al 1988), in which the coherent motion arises due to a concentrated mass of ~ 10^{16} M\(_{\odot}\) at about a distance of ~ 40h\(^{-1}\) Mpc, in the direction of Hydra-Centaurus. In the two most promising structure formation scenarios it is difficult to understand how such a large concentration of matter develops by the present epoch—although it is not impossible for such to occur (Bertschinger 1988a,b; Kaiser and Lahav 1988; Hoffman and Zurek 1988). The peculiar velocity field with this streaming motion subtracted out is not unlike that that one would expect in either the cold dark matter with inflation scenario or the hot dark matter and cosmic string scenario: RMS peculiar velocities of a few 100 km sec\(^{-1}\) on scales of ~ 40h\(^{-1}\) Mpc (see, e.g., Gunn 1988). Thus, if the coherent velocity of ~ 600 km sec\(^{-1}\) could be explained by some other phenomenon, the observations of the Seven Samurai would not be troublesome for these two otherwise promising scenarios.

The main point of this Letter is to point out that an unconventional scenario, a late-time (\(z \lesssim 10^3\)) cosmological phase transition (Hill, et al 1988), might be able to account for such a coherent velocity. The idea is simple: If such a phase transition occurred and produced light domain walls, then the repulsive acceleration field of a relic wall within our present Hubble volume would lead to such a coherent velocity if the wall surface density \(\sigma\) were, \(G\sigma/H_0 \simeq 10^{-4}\). As we will discuss, walls of such surface density are marginally consistent another cosmological observation, the observed large-scale isotropy of the microwave background radiation, \(\delta T/T \lesssim 3 \times 10^{-5}\) (see, e.g., Partridge 1988). We will begin by outlining the cosmological consequences of such a phase transition, and then return to discuss the local coherent peculiar velocity field arising from a Great Wall and the associated microwave anisotropy.

The basic idea of a late-time cosmological phase transition is that at a temperature
TF \lesssim 1/3 \text{ eV}, a Z_2 \text{ (reflection symmetry, i.e., two degenerate vacuum states } \phi_- = -\phi_+) \text{ is spontaneously broken due to ambient thermal effects, leading to the production of light domain walls (Hill, et al 1988). A domain wall is the topological soliton which interpolates between the two degenerate vacuum states, and which has an internal energy density } (\sim T_F^4) \text{ owing to the vacuum energy density within the wall (see, e.g., Vilenkin 1985).}

[It is very unlikely that such a phase transition involves thermal effects due to the photons, as such a phase transition could be produced in many contemporary astrophysical environments where } T \gtrsim T_F \sim 3000 \text{ K or less. The simplest realization of such a transition involves the thermal effects of the neutrino backgrounds (Hill, et al 1988), in which case such a phase transition could only occur in the contemporary Universe if one could harness a thermal bath of neutrinos with temperature } \gtrsim T_F \text{ for a sufficiently long time. The most likely contemporary site for a neutrino oven is a type II supernova where } T_F \sim 4 - 80 \text{ MeV; however, there, such a neutrino oven only exists for seconds, very probably too short a time for a phase transition back to the unbroken symmetry state to take place.}]

For our purposes the most important parameter for describing the effects of the domain walls that are produced is the surface density } \sigma, \text{ and we will parameterize } \sigma \text{ as follows:}

\[ G\sigma \equiv \beta H_0 \equiv \beta_4 10^{-4} H_0 \simeq 7 \times h 10^{11} \beta_4 GM_\odot/Mpc^2 \]

Such a parameterization is convenient as most of the important effects of the domain walls today involve only the product } G\sigma. \text{ We have chosen to write } \beta = \beta_4 10^{-4} \text{ because consideration of the effects of such walls on the microwave background and the peculiar velocity field of the Universe today restrict } \beta \text{ to be less than about } 10^{-4}. \text{ If we make the reasonable assumption that the internal wall density } \rho_{\text{wall}} \simeq \sigma/\delta \text{ is about equal to } T_F^4, \text{ where } \delta \text{ is the characteristic thickness of a domain wall, then the other important wall parameter } \delta \text{ can be expressed in terms of } G\sigma \text{ and the red shift at which the phase transition takes place, } (1 + z_F) \simeq T_F/2.75K, \text{ by}

\[ \delta \simeq 10^{-3} \beta_4 [(1 + z_F)/100]^{-4} \text{ Mpc} \]

An important scale to keep in mind is the Hubble distance at the time of the phase transition: \( H^{-1} = H_0^{-1} (1 + z_F)^{-3/2} \simeq 2 [(1 + z_F)/100]^{-3/2} \text{ Mpc.} \)

If the two vacuum states at } T \lesssim T_F \text{ are exactly degenerate, then we expect the domain wall system produced by the phase transition (Vilenkin 1985; Hodges 1988) to consist of a portion of an infinite wall per Hubble volume, and a spectrum of 'vacuum bags' (closed surfaces separating the two degenerate ground states) of characteristic sizes } \lambda \text{ ranging from } \lambda \simeq \delta \simeq 10^{-3} \beta_4 [(1 + z_F)/100]^{-4} \text{ Mpc to } \lambda \simeq H^{-1} \simeq 2 [(1 + z_F)/100]^{-3/2} \text{ Mpc.
Once produced, vacuum bags will begin to oscillate due to domain wall surface tension, with a characteristic period equal to $\lambda$. Likewise, the portion of the infinite wall in a given Hubble volume is expected to have ripples on it (with the same range of characteristic lengths), and it too should begin to oscillate. The fate of the domain walls produced depends upon a crucial, to our knowledge, unknown parameter, the intercommutation probability. If this probability is reasonable, then when a piece of wall encounters another piece of wall, or when a bag self-intersects, it will cut itself up (in the same way cosmic string does; see, Vilenkin 1985; Shellard 1987; Matzner 1988; Moriarty, et al 1988), and the cutting process will rapidly chop bags into successively smaller pieces until they can finally decay into elementary particles (time scale $\sim 2\lambda$). Unlike cosmic string, where there are non-self-intersecting loop trajectories, an oscillating vacuum bag cannot avoid self intersection. On the other hand, if this intercommutation probability is very low, then the only damping mechanism for an oscillating bag is the radiation of gravitational waves. In this case the time-varying quadrupole moment of an oscillating bag will dissipate its initial mass-energy ($\simeq 4\pi G \sigma \lambda^2$) into gravitational waves in a time of order $\tau_{GW} \simeq (4\pi G \sigma)^{-1} \simeq 10^3 \beta^{-1} H_0^{-1}$, a time which is independent of the size of the bag (or the wavelength of a ripple on an infinite piece of wall).

Because of our ignorance about the intercommutation probability we come to a branch point in our discussion. If the probability is reasonable, as seems most plausible, then the vacuum bags will self destruct in a time $\sim 2\lambda$, before they have a chance to significantly perturb the matter distribution in the Universe. [Of course they will produce linear velocity perturbations in the Hubble flow, but these perturbations will not have sufficient growth time to develop non-linear effects on interestingly large scales by the present epoch.] On the other hand, if the intercommutation probability is very low, then vacuum bags will survive until they evaporate via gravitational radiation, in a time much longer than the present age of the Universe. In the case that the intercommutation probability is high, the story is over except for the important effects of the infinite wall, which we will return to shortly. [There is of course the possibility that a vacuum bag that cuts itself to pieces leaves behind a black hole which can then perturb the matter distribution. We will not consider that possibility here.]

Suppose that the intercommutation probability is low, so that vacuum bags survive for a long time. Until the average density of a vacuum bag ($\sim \sigma \lambda^2 / \lambda^3$) is comparable to that of the cosmic density its gravitational effect will only be a linear perturbation, and one can easily show that the bags which cause the largest amount of matter to develop into a non-linear, bound structure at a particular time are those whose average density is
comparable to the ambient of the Universe. The ratio of the average density of a vacuum bag compared to the ambient density of the Universe at red shift \( z \ll z_F \) is

\[
\frac{\rho_{\text{bag}}}{\rho_U} \approx 2(1+z)^{-3} \beta_{-4} \lambda_{\text{Mpc}}^{-1}
\]

Therefore the red shift \( z_{NL} \) at which a bag of characteristic size \( \lambda \) becomes a non-linear perturbation is given by

\[
(1+z_{NL}) \approx (2\lambda_{\text{Mpc}}/\beta_{-4})^{-1/3}
\]

When a vacuum bag becomes a non-linear perturbation it will, in a Hubble time, accrete a mass comparable to its own mass. [For our discussions we will assume that \( \Omega_0 = 1 \) (of course!) and that the bulk of the matter in the Universe is cold dark matter, although neither is a key assumption.] The mass of a vacuum bag of size \( \lambda \) is given by

\[
M_{\text{bag}} \approx 10^{13} M_{\odot} \beta_{-4} \lambda_{\text{Mpc}}^2
\]

From the expression above for \( (1+z_{NL}) \) we see that the only vacuum bags that lead to non-linear structures by a red shift of order a few have characteristic sizes \( \lambda_{\text{Mpc}} \ll 0.1 \beta_{-4} \), corresponding to structure masses less than \( \sim 10^{11} \beta_{-4}^3 M_{\odot} \), i.e., smaller than galaxies. While a range of vacuum bag masses are formed in the phase transition, \( M_{\text{bag}} \approx 10^7 \beta_{-4}^3 M_{\odot} [(1+z_F)/100]^{-8} - 3 \times 10^{13} \beta_{-4} M_{\odot} [(1+z_F)/100]^{-3} \), the constraint to their surface density provided by present observations, \( G \sigma/H_0 \ll 10^{-4} \), severely limits the potential impact of the late-time phase transition scenario on structure formation. In fact we believe the most important effect probably has little to do with structure formation, but rather has to do with the contemporary effects which severely constrain the surface density \( \sigma \). This is what we will now discuss.

According to the present understanding of the evolution of cosmologically-produced domain wall systems (Vilenkin 1985; Hodges 1988), at epochs after the phase transition there should be about one piece of an infinite domain wall per Hubble volume, which has ripples on it of a size not too different from the Hubble scale itself. For the purposes of the present discussion we will ignore the effects of any vacuum bags which may still be around, as we believe such effects are likely to be subdominant.

Consider a wall of surface density \( \sigma \) which stretches across the present Hubble volume, and is roughly planar on scales \( d \gtrsim 100 \) Mpc. On scales \( \lesssim d \) the domain wall will act as an infinite plane of constant density, and will produce a constant, repulsive acceleration field (owing to the negative pressure within the wall, i.e., surface tension; see, Vilenkin 1985)

\[
a = 2\pi G \sigma
\]
In addition, a local radiation density underdensity of comparable magnitude will result when the wall formed \((z \sim z_F)\), and will contribute an acceleration of roughly the same magnitude. Taking \(\beta \approx 10^{-4}\), we find that in a Hubble time a coherent velocity field of \(\sim 600\) km sec\(^{-1}\) results from this acceleration field. Note that if \(\beta\) were significantly larger than \(10^{-4}\) the peculiar velocity field produced would be at variance with present observations. Note too that at early times domain walls which are present will give rise to an acceleration field and peculiar velocities; however, the velocities produced in a Hubble time scale as \((1 + z)^{-3/2}\). Thus the peculiar velocities produced at earlier times were much smaller; even the growing mode velocity perturbations induced will not grow to be comparable to those velocities produced recently, and will grow to be less than the velocities produced recently. [If the wall system should be more complicated, e.g., many walls within the present Hubble volume, our results may change quantitatively but not qualitatively. The wall system and compensating radiation underdensity should still produce a net acceleration field of magnitude, \(a \sim \text{few } \pi G \sigma\).]

The portion of the infinite wall within our Hubble volume contributes an energy density

\[
\Omega_{\text{wall}} \approx 8G\sigma H_0^{-1} \approx 10^{-3}\beta_{-4}
\]

which is very small for \(\beta_{-4} \lesssim 1\). Of course this contribution will grow with time as \(H^{-1} \propto t\), and could eventually become significant (long after this paper has been forgotten). Likewise, any gravitational radiation produced by the wall by the present epoch is small, \(\Omega_{\text{gw}} \approx 10^{-6}\beta^2_{-4}\).

The large domain wall within our present Hubble volume will also give rise to temperature fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background because of its effect on the gravitational potential, through the Sachs-Wolfe effect (see, e.g., the analogous discussion for cosmic strings by Stebbins 1988). To estimate the size of this effect consider a portion of wall which is undergoing oscillations with characteristic wavelength \(\lambda\) and amplitude of the same magnitude. In the region around the oscillating piece of wall, the Newtonian potential, \(GM/R \sim G\sigma\lambda\), is changing by order unity on a light crossing \((\Delta t \sim \lambda)\). As a result of the time-varying gravitational potential a temperature fluctuation of

\[
\frac{\delta T}{T} \approx G\sigma\lambda \approx \beta \frac{\lambda}{H_0^{-1}}
\]

will result. Simply put, the gravitational redshift suffered by a microwave photon as it approaches such an oscillating portion of wall differs from that suffered as it moves away by order unity. For \(\beta \approx 10^{-4}\), a temperature fluctuation of \(\delta T/T \approx 10^{-4}\lambda/H_0^{-1}\) is produced. [And if a line of sight to the surface of last scattering crosses \(N\) such pieces
of oscillating wall, the effect will be larger, by roughly $\sqrt{N}$. If $\lambda \lesssim H_0^{-1}/10$ or so, the resulting temperature fluctuation will be less than about $3 \times 10^{-5}$ or so, and therefore not inconsistent with the observed level of isotropy (Partridge 1988). Because of the inherent magnitude of the effect, $\delta T/T \sim G\sigma \sim \beta^{-4}10^{-4}$, it is difficult to imagine that a value of $\beta$ significantly greater than $10^{-4}$ could be consistent with the observed level of anisotropy. We should also emphasize the importance of the wall system having small-scale structure; if it does not, microwave anisotropies of order $\delta T/T \sim G\sigma H_0^{-1} \sim \beta^{-4} \times 10^{-4}$ will most certainly develop (Veeraraghavan and Stebbins 1988).

To summarize, we find that the severe constraint to the surface density of domain walls produced in a late-time, cosmological phase transition provided by the isotropy of the microwave background and the peculiar velocity field of the Universe likely precludes such a transition from playing a key role in structure formation. [We mention in passing if the two vacuum states, $\phi_+$ and $\phi_-$, are not exactly degenerate, so that the domain wall structures are not persistent, the constraints based upon present observations may not be applicable because the domain walls may have disappeared by the present (see, e.g., Gelmini, et al 1988), and thereby escape the stringent microwave constraint.] However, we find it very intriguing that a relic domain wall from such a transition (dubbed here the Great Wall) could possibly explain the coherent motion of $\sim 600 \text{ km sec}^{-1}$ observed in our local vicinity, and thereby resolve the problem that this observation had posed for the most promising structure formation scenarios. If the Great Wall scenario is correct, then one would expect the microwave fluctuations associated with the Great Wall to be at a level close to the present upper limits to the large-scale isotropy. In closing we should mention that the Great Wall (if it exists) would be found in a direction opposite to the direction of the Great Attractor; and one might ask if it would have observable effects beyond those discussed here. Since in the simplest models the wall only couples to neutrinos (or other weakly interacting particles) it seems very unlikely that it would make its presence known by other than its gravitational effects.
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